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league expo!
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This looks 
like a good 

place to 
start...

Cool!
 a Super Seniors 

pin!

Flip wanted to learn all about Jr.FLL® and 
decided to visit a local expo to find out more!

Hi flip, 
welcome to our 

jr.FLL expo! 
HEre, this is for 

you!

Hi Flip, I'm 
the event 

coordinator. 
what would like 
to know about 

Jr.FLL?

Everything!
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Just like in FLL®, Jr.FLl has a new challenge 
every year that is released mid-summer.

Flip learned that Jr.FLL teams have up to six 
members between ages 6 to 9 years old.

everyone is 
so excited to 

be here!

This year's 
challenge is 

called super 
seniors℠!

Nice Logo, I 
like the 

strigiformes!

We have to 
connect with a 

senior and learn 
about the changes 
they experienced 

in their 
lifetime.
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Instead of building a robot (like in FLL), 
Jr.FLL teams create a model of what they 

are Researching!

the 
model can't be 

bigger than 
15" x 15"

the model 
also has to be 
made enitrely 
out of lego® !

just like 
me!
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We have to 
have at least one 

motorized moving part 
on our model... We 

have two!

nice job!

we built an 
airplane with a 

motorized 
propellor!

with this plane, i 
might be able to reach 

st. louis!
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as part of the 
challenge, we should 

also have a simple 
machine as part of 

our model. 

hmm... a 
simple machine is 

a device that changes 
the direction or 
strength  of a 

force.

you're pretty  
smart, for a 

robot!

we used 
levers in our 
model to make 

a claw!



We also did 
programming using the 

lego wedo™ set!

testing 
1,2,3, 

testing...

we used sound 
to activate our 

model!

all of these 
models look 

awesome!

thanks 
flip!
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As part of the challenge, Teams also have 
to create a presentation Poster or board. 

our show 
me! poster tells 
about our team and 
what we did during 

the season!

Here's where 
we did our 

research,  and this 
is our senior 

partner...

I'm impressed, 
you did a lot of 

work!



we have 
our photos on 
our Show Me! 
poster, but we 

also drew these 
self-portraits.

Thats a great 
idea, and it sounds 

like fun!
We also need 

to describe our 
model on our 
poster, so we 

made these 
drawings.

Hmmm... I 
wonder if 

they would do a 
portrait of 

me?
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Jr.FLL events are non-competitive. volunteer 
Reviewers interview the teams to learn about 

their team, the LEGO Model and Show Me! poster.

It looks like 
the reviewers are 
having as much fun 

as the teams!
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At this event, we're 
giving each team a 

recognition certificate 
that highlights something 

special that they did 
during the season.

Wow, what a 
great celebration 

for all of the 
teams!

each 
participating 
team gets a 

certificate and 
team pins!

awesome!

Most events have a "High-Five" ceremony where 
each team is presented with something to 

celebrate their work.



A Jr.FLL expo is a great place for teams 
to share, learn, laugh and celebrate!

one of the 
activities today is a 

scavenger hunt. Do you 
want to help?

definitely!

all the 
teams here 
are having a 

blast!

I 
found 

rntatyn.... 
is that a 
word?
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Follow Flip on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/FlipFLLRobot 

®

to learn more about jr.fll, visit:
www.usfirst.org/roboticsprograms/jr.fll

Jr.FLL Teams also have core values that 
are very similar to FLL, Including:

That's My 
Favorite!


